Rumination syndrome: a review of current concepts and treatments.
Rumination is a normal and common phenomenon among ruminant animals; but in humans, it is always regarded as symptom indicative of abnormal function of the upper gastrointestinal tract, and understanding of the mechanisms explaining this event are still evolving. Learning-based theories, organic factors such as gastroesophageal reflux disease and psychological disturbances (eg, depression, anxiety) and the role of life stresses have been postulated as potential mechanisms of rumination. In this review, we take the approach that rumination syndrome is a distinct and discrete functional gastroduodenal disorder. We review current concepts of the pathophysiology of this entity and diagnostic approaches, then detail the treatment paradigms that have been pursued in rumination syndrome in adults. Patients with rumination syndrome have a very distinct set of symptoms. It was focused on the immediate postprandial period, but recently, there is an awareness of an expanding spectrum of the clinical presentation. This includes the concept of "conditioned vomiting" occurring in the setting of delayed gastric emptying (gastroparesis). Physicians' awareness of rumination syndrome is essential in the diagnosis and management of this disorder. Stress and psychological aspects in rumination syndrome are invariably in the background and have to be addressed. The crucial steps in the treatment strategy for rumination syndrome rely on reassurance, education and a physiologic explanation to the patient and family that this is not a "disease," followed by behavioral and relaxation programs and addressing stress factors.